Paper Shipping Sack Recycling

BY THE NUMBERS:

3.3 BILLION paper shipping sacks used in the U.S. in 2017.

1.5 BILLION RECYCLABLE unlined food paper shipping sacks used in 2017.

Recycling unlined food paper shipping sacks is as easy as ‘sack’:

S
Seek local paper recycler’s OK

A
Always shake sacks clean

C
Collect sacks with corrugated

K
Keep sacks out of landfill & reap the benefits of recycling

Top ingredients packaged in unlined paper shipping sacks.

42% of food ingredient users are already recycling these sacks.

70% The U.S. paper industry’s goal for paper recovery by 2020.

Recycling logo to use on unlined food paper shipping sacks to inform users they can easily be recycled with corrugated boxes.

Join your peers! Look for this logo on recyclable sacks to ensure they can be recycled with corrugated boxes.

To get started, contact your local paper recycler or the Paper Shipping Sack Manufacturers’ Association at 610-282-6845 or recycle@pssma.org.